It may not be your first RV, but how does it feel to have everything you've<br>envisioned in a premium fifth wheel, available for the first time ever at Kountry Aire?

To you, a seasoned RVer, it's a well-earned trip to the big leagues, and you know what premium RVs mean for the highest standards of luxury and<br>relaxation — complete privacy and spaciousness for your comfort, a fully-equipped kitchen, and<br>amenities that reflect the style you expect when you return home. Newmar's Kountry Aire is designed for you, with no detail spared. Legendary Newmar quality is<br>highlighted in the road-ready, fully-loaded model designed for your every need. It's ready to<br>welcome you home, like never before.

So jump in and let the luxurious offerings wash over you...
Your RVing experience tells you it’s those little things that make a big impact. In a Kountry Aire, everyday details are set in stone to create body language areas that work in perfect harmony. You’ll appreciate friendly touches like the grandfather clock in the main living area. It echoes the warm tones of the solid wood cabinetry. You’ll marvel at the intricacy of the sculpted slideout fascias. Then notice how that feel flows to the rounded hardwood window moldings, leaded glass cabinet doors and hardwood crown molding. The padded vinyl ceiling adds an elegant look, while helping quiet your sanctuary. This inviting living space is highlighted with carefully placed recessed lighting to perfectly accent the décor and furnishings.

First-Class Amenities... Begin With Careful Details

All unit photos are of model 37KSWB, shown with the following optional equipment: Corian® countertops, two folding dinette chairs, electric fireplace, Coastal Cherry hardwood, dual pane windows and electric awning.
...in the refined charm of the Kountry Aire stateroom. You enter this restful place through a hardwood, six-panel sliding door coordinated with the rich wood trim. The queen-size bed has a Lazy Ways™ memory foam mattress topper that molds to the contours of your body for restful, therapeutic sleep. A king-size bed is also available. SuperStorage™ features abound in the Kountry Aire. The bed lifts easily with hydraulic assist to reveal a spacious storage area underneath. The wide, deep wardrobe with porcelain doors has handy clothing bars, a pole hanger and built-in shelving for shoes, a cedar-lined laundry hamper and a built-in floor safe. The opposite wall vanity has abundant cabinets, a cedar-lined laundry hamper and a bathroom sink. The bathroom also includes an oversize shower and a built-in floor safe. Slumber Comes Easy...
Nothing Says “You”...

Whether you’re entertaining or just enjoying some quiet time, Kountry Aire interiors make a statement about convenience, comfort and style. Sleek and stylish, Kountry Aire brings luxury to your vacation home. Enjoy sights and sounds of the Kountry Aire entertainment center, including a 27-inch flat screen color TV, surround sound audio system with a CD/DVD player, remote control and a handy selector switch for changing video sources. Touch lights that radial beauty that spread in the tasteful touch in your living area.

A Kountry Aire beauty is functional, too. All light switches are thoughtfully grouped — including a door-side switch that controls power to all exterior convenience lights. The systems control center (SCC) located at a single overhead cabinet above the entry door. In warm climates, you stay cool and comfortable thanks to Newmar’s exclusive Total Comfort™ central air conditioning system. The custom-designed systems control center is designed to be inconspicuous and blend seamlessly into your vacation home.

Like a Kountry Aire

Like a Kountry Aire
As a beacon of culinary inspiration, nothing quite defines the good life like your RV’s kitchen and dining appointments. Whipping up a quick snack or creating a gourmet dinner, the Kountry Aire kitchen puts all the conveniences right at your fingertips. The flush-mount, three-burner range boasts electronic ignition and a 22-inch oven with glass door. When not in use, the range retracts, internally, a color-coordinated, fabricated solid surface range cover — providing extra work space in combination. Themselves, the range cover is insulated and vented above the range for added convenience. The thermostatically controlled, 10-cubic-foot refrigerator ensures perishables stay fresh, and frozen foods stay frozen. The solid surface countertop provides a deep, wide work area. Simply drop in the dual sink covers over the expansive residential-size kitchen sinks for even more countertop space. Put water right where you want it with the antique brass, detachable kitchen faucet spout.

**SuperStorage™ Cabinetry**

Crafted from hardwood, cabinets are fully finished — including drawer interiors — and feature toe kicks at floor level with full ventilation. The pantry has fully adjustable slide-out shelves to suit your storage needs. Some models offer the option of a dual pantry, providing the capability for one side of the pantry to become a closet or wardrobe complete with hanging rod. You’ll also love the extra deep drawers throughout that glide smoothly on metal guides.

In the dining area, you’ll appreciate the beauty and convenience of the tremendously craft-made hardwood table with a hardwood fluted pedestal base. Simply pull the table out to accommodate two more guests. Two fully padded chairs are included — and two additional chairs are optional. A decorative globe light over the table adds ambiance to any meal.

**Savor the Experience…**

The solid surface countertops provide a deep, wide work area. Simply drop in the dual sink covers over the expansive residential-size kitchen sinks for even more countertops space. Put water right where you want it with the antique brass, detachable kitchen faucet spout. The thermostatically controlled, 10-cubic-foot refrigerator ensures perishables stay fresh, and frozen foods stay frozen. The solid surface countertop provides a deep, wide work area. Simply drop in the dual sink covers over the expansive residential-size kitchen sinks for even more countertops space. Put water right where you want it with the antique brass, detachable kitchen faucet spout.

**SuperStorage™ Cabinetry**

Crafted from hardwood, cabinets are fully finished — including drawer interiors — and feature toe kicks at floor level with full ventilation. The pantry has fully adjustable slide-out shelves to suit your storage needs. Some models offer the option of a dual pantry, providing the capability for one side of the pantry to become a closet or wardrobe complete with hanging rod. You’ll also love the extra deep drawers throughout that glide smoothly on metal guides.
Newmar Strength...Designed into Every KOUNTRY Aire

Newmar's commitment to excellence begins with the materials and quality construction that go into every Kountry Aire fifth wheel. Our commitment to innovation is evident in the features we offer. You can depend on the exacting standards and meticulous care by which this fifth wheel is built. It's a showcase for Newmar value.

Newmar continues to be recognized by the National RV Dealer Association with the Quality Circle Award for its efforts on behalf of customers and dealers.

Newmar Express Limited Warranty

As proof of our commitment to you, we at Newmar back every Kountry Aire fifth wheel with our industry-leading, two-year Newmar Express Limited Warranty. Ask your dealer for details.
Take a close look at how the Kountry Aire is put together. Starting with the extraordinarily robust frame, quality was designed in from the very beginning to provide an incomparable superstructure. Then Newmar engineers finished it off with a 101-inch wide-body design and a sleek, aerodynamic automotive look that turns heads.

(A) The fully enclosed underbelly of sheeted aluminum with 5/8" bead foam insulation protects insulated and heated holding tanks.

(B) Kountry Aire tows dependably on dual tandem axles and 16-inch Goodyear® tires as standard equipment. MOR/ryde® RE suspension with shocks and wet bolts significantly cushions and absorbs road shock to provide a softer ride and smoother, safer towing. Stainless steel wheel simulators are standard, too.

(C) The water works compartment is lighted and heated. It includes an in-line water filter, gate valves, city water connection and black tank flush.

(D) Dark tinted safety glass windows provide protection from sun and add privacy — complementing the Kountry Aire's distinctive good looks.

(E) Undermounted and recessed 16-inch Goodyear® spare tire is accessed via a handy lift mechanism behind a lockable door.

(F) Conveniently located dual battery box compartment accepts your choice of RV batteries.

Fit & Finish—Like No Other

(G-H) Expansive SuperStorage™ pass-through storage area is heated and lighted. It boasts a pullout storage tray, a handy cargo hook, cargo net and three-way access. Hydraulic assist struts on the compartment doors allow for easy loading and unloading of items and are adjustable for hold-open heights.

(I) Manually operated sliding porch with step and handrail is standard. It provides a wider platform for safety and stability entering and exiting the coach. A power option to the porch is also available with easy-to-reach controls for convenient operation.

(J) The Newmar designed slideout mechanism provides years of smooth, dependable service.

(K) Newmar's specifically designed wedge-like slide-out roof ensures a tight seal against the elements and a built-in water run-off feature.

(L) Utility components are located in a separate, easily accessible compartment under the main pass-through storage area.
Optional Features

- Create-A-Breeze™ Vent w/ Automatic Lift & Switch
- Carefree® Summit Armored Slideout Cover Pkg.
- MOR/ryde® Rubber Pin Box
- Electric Over Hydraulic Disc Brakes

Towable Chassis Features

- (Prepped for Support Bars)
- & Decorative Decal

Plumbing/Bath Features

- Fiberglass Tub w/ Molded Seat, Glass Enclosure
- Detachable Rear Ladder
- (4) Hydraulic Leveling Jacks (In Lieu of Standard)
- Front 12V Independent Power Jacks
- Power Sliding Porch w/ Triple Step & Handrail
- Gelcoated Roof & Top Wrap
- Bike Rack Carrier (Includes Prep)
- 7.0 Onan® Generator w/ Auto Changeover
- Generator Prep, Includes On/Off Switch, Queen Anne Style Sofa Coffee Table
- (2) Folding Dinette Chairs (In Lieu of Standard)
- Corian® Kitchen and Bath Countertops
- Booth Dinette w/ (2) Drawers
- Velvet Cherry
- Two-Piece Washer & Dryer
- Electric Fireplace
- Dispenser (NA on 37RLPK, 38SLCK)
- 15,000 BTU Penguin Air w/ Heat Pump
- Wire & Brace for Second AC in Bedroom
- Second 13,500 BTU Penguin AC in Bedroom
- Air Conditioner & Heating

Construction Features

- Full paint w/ Diamond Shield
- Hardwood Entry Door Trim
- Lazy Susan in Kitchen Overhead Cabinet
- Magazine Rack in Water Closet
- TV Antenna w/ Power Booster & (2) Interior Jacks
- Paper Towel Holder in Kitchen
- Dual Molded Solid Surface Kitchen Sink Covers
- Gemstone Kitchen Sink
- Gemstone Backsplash in Kitchen
- Gemstone Countertop Edging
- Solid Surface Kitchen & Bath Countertops (38BLSE, 38SLCK)
- Solid Surface Kitchen Countertop Extension
- Hardwood "Super Slider" Free Standing Dinette
- Metal Drawer Guides
- Sofa Overhead Cabinet's w/ Leaded Décor Glass
- Residential Glider/Recliners
- Residential Hide-A-Bed Sofa
- Decorative Hardwood Front Wardrobe
- Cabinet Doors
- Hardwood Raised Panel Cathedral Overhead Cabinet Doors
- Living Room Ceiling Fan
- Prep for Ground Satellite Dish w/ Phone, Cable TV Connection w/ RG-6 Coax
- Bi-Fold Solid Surface Range Cover
- Flush-mount Three-Burner Rangetop
- 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat
- Living Room TV Swivel Slide Tray (37KSWB)
- Entertainment Package:
  - Appliances & Accessories
    - 15,000 BTU Penguin Air w/ Heat Pump
    - Wire & Brace for Second AC in Bedroom
    - Second 13,500 BTU Penguin AC in Bedroom
    - Air Conditioner & Heating
  - Taped Graphics w/ Partial Paint (Gold Firemist)
  - LP Leak Detector
  - (2) 40-lb. LP Gas Bottles w/ Automatic Regulator
  - Hardwood "Super Slider" Free Standing Dinette
  - Metal Drawer Guides
  - Sofa Overhead Cabinet's w/ Leaded Décor Glass
  - Residential Glider/Recliners
  - Residential Hide-A-Bed Sofa
  - Decorative Hardwood Front Wardrobe
  - Cabinet Doors
  - Hardwood Raised Panel Cathedral Overhead Cabinet Doors
  - Living Room Ceiling Fan
  - Prep for Ground Satellite Dish w/ Phone, Cable TV Connection w/ RG-6 Coax
  - Bi-Fold Solid Surface Range Cover
  - Flush-mount Three-Burner Rangetop
  - 10 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator w/ Thermostat
  - Living Room TV Swivel Slide Tray (37KSWB)
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